
“Who needs spelling and grammar when this is 
the language spoken where I come from”



“He who opens a school door, closes a 
prison.”



“Having a grandmother is like having an army”



“Our lives begin to end the day we become silent 
about things that matter.” 



“Did you hear about the rose that grew
from a crack in the concrete?
Proving nature's law is wrong it
learned to walk without having feet.
Funny it seems, but by keeping its dreams,
it learned to breathe fresh air.
Long live the rose that grew from concrete
when no one else ever cared.”



“Yo no soy mexicano. Yo no soy gringo. Yo no 
soy chicano. No soy gringo en USA y mexicano 
en Mexico. Soy Chicano en todas partes. No 
tengo que asimilarme a nada. Tengo mi propia 
historia.” 



“The only creatures that are evolved 
enough to convey pure love are dogs 
and infants.” 



“Art washes away from the soul the dust of 
everyday life.”



”Life is like riding a bicycle. To keep your balance, you must 
keep moving.”



” Setting an example is not the main means of 
influencing others; it is the only means.”



“Ours is a culture and a time immensely rich in trash 
as it is in treasures.”
litter



“If it dont make dollars it dont make sense”
lack of green spaces



 “A food desert is, in simple terms, an area in which 
it’s easier to find bags of Flamin’ Hot Cheetos or a 
40oz than it is to find fresh tomatoes.”



 “Logan Heights is a microcosm of environmental 
racism.”
Environmental racism



“They have money for war but can't feed the Poor.”

Military complex
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